The Mystic Path to Cosmic Power, 1988, Vernon Linwood Howard, 0136087876, 9780136087878, New Life Foundation, 1988


Cheers to Childbirth A Dad's Guide to Childbirth Support, Lucy Perry, Akal Khalsa, Sep 1, 2011, Childbirth, 270 pages. Cheers to Childbirth has been designed specifically for men to give them the practical knowledge they need to support their partner through childbirth and in the months that ....

The Cosmic Power Foundations of Nuclear Physics, Philip Kogan, 1966, Nuclear physics, 128 pages.

Purpose Focusing on What Matters Most, Stephen R. Covey, Jan 1, 2000, Self-Help, 120 pages.

The Disappearance of the Universe (Large Print 16pt), Gary R. Renard, 2010, Body, Mind & Spirit, 744 pages. Two remarkable teachers came into Gary Renard's life in 1992, he chose to listen to them carefully. (And ask a lot of questions.) The result is this startling book; An ....

Footprints on the Path (Large Print 16pt), Eileen Caddy, 2010, Body, Mind & Spirit, 234 pages. The gentle but powerful messages in this book are offered as an aid to contact with our divine source and can be used as a complete teaching in how to live a spiritual life..


Psycho-pictography the new way to use the miracle power of your mind, Vernon Linwood Howard, 1965, Self-Help, 203 pages.

The power of your supermind, Vernon Howard, 1975, Psychology, 214 pages.

Perspectives, Paul Brunton, 1984, Meditations, 392 pages. This comprehensive spiritual goldmine introduces the subsequent 15 volumes in Brunton's Notebooks.


Mastering the problems of living, Haridas Chaudhuri, 1975, Philosophy, 222 pages.

The Master Key Workbook, Anthony R. Michalski, Oct 31, 2004, Psychology, 147 pages. The Master Key System by Charles F. Haanel has changed the lives of millions of people. The Master Key Workbook will
continue that proud practice. You have always dreamed about ....


Wurlitzer collection of rare violins, violas, bows of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, 1925, Music, 94 pages.

Storyteller The Many Lives of Laurens Van Der Post, J. D. F. Jones, 2002, Authors, English, 509 pages. When he died in 1996, Laurens van der Post was a celebrated polymath: war-hero, writer, explorer, mystic, Jungian, behind-the-scenes diplomat, and sage to Mrs Thatcher and ...

Mark Twain The Divided Mind of America's Best-Loved Writer, David W. Levy, 2011, Biography & Autobiography, 232 pages. Prentice Hall is proud to publish the Library of American Biography series, offering ideal reading for introductory and upper-level courses in American history. These concise ...

Straight up, Francine Pascal, Jan 9, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 173 pages. When Tia, Elizabeth, and Maria realize that they are in competition against each other to win the coveted and valuable Senate scholarship, they worry that this might be the ...


The healing power of herbs the enlightened person's guide to the wonders of medicinal plants, Michael T. Murray, Jun 21, 1995, Family & Relationships, 410 pages. Discover the Natural Healing Wonders of Medicinal Plants Enlightened consumers of health products want more than just pills that block out symptoms. Some of the most powerful ...

Poetry South Africa Selected Papers from Poetry '74, Peter Wilhelm, 1976, Poetry, 150 pages.

McGraw-Hill Specialty Board Review Tintinalli's Emergency Medicine Examination and Board Review 7th edition, Susan Promes, Jan 23, 2013, Medical, 264 pages. A case-based emergency medicine review co-published with the American College of Emergency Physicians More than 800+ case based Q&A make this the book you need to pass the exam ...

Student-involved classroom assessment, Richard J. Stiggins, 2001, Education, 531 pages. For courses in Classroom Assessment, Test and Measurement, and training of teachers. This core text for courses in classroom assessment is the leading text for courses where ...


Bobby Flay's Grilling For Life 75 Healthier Ideas for Big Flavor from the Fire, Bobby Flay, Jun 17, 2008, Cooking, 224 pages. Grilling is the most basic method of cooking there is. It dates back to the time of cavemen -- food plus fire equals good. But when it comes to healthy food from the grill ...

The Essence of Karate, Gichin Funakoshi, 2010, Sports & Recreation, 127 pages. Gichin Funakoshi is a legendary figure and the founder of Shotokan karate, the most popular style of Japanese karate, with millions of practitioners worldwide. InThe Essence of ...

Working with Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman, 1998, Business & Economics, 383 pages. Demonstrates that emotional and social skills are more important than IQ in determining an individual's
success in the business world
Portrait of a Nude Woman As Cleopatra , Barbara Chase-Riboud, 1987, Poetry, 110 pages. A series of poems offers a fresh perspective on the story of Antony and Cleopatra
The Consultants Business Book How to Successfully Run Your Own Consulting Business, Joe Teeples, Jun 10, 2011, Business & Economics, . This book starts with a self evaluation to help determine what skills needed to develop to ensure success. From that point on it explains how to build a successful consulting ...
Recasting Transboundary Fisheries Management Arrangements in Light of Sustainability Principles Canadian and International Perspectives, Dawn A. Russell, David L. VanderZwaag, Oct 25, 2010, Business & Economics, 544 pages. This volume reviews and critiques efforts to recast governance of marine fisheries on the basis of sustainability principles (e.g., precautionary and ecosystem approaches ...
Contemporary climatology, A. Henderson-Sellers, Peter John Robinson, 1986, Nature, 439 pages. A stimulating and comprehensive guide to the nature of the earth's climate and presents a synthesis of scientific ideas about atmospheric circulation. Topics covered include ...

Angola promises and lies, Karl Maier, 1996, History, 224 pages.


Children's Homes National Minimum Standards: Children's Homes Regulations, Great Britain. Dept. of Health, 2002, Children, 100 pages. This document contains the regulations and national minimum standards applicable to children's homes from April 2002. They are issued by the Secretary of State for Health under ...